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College Officials Approve
Plans For New Barracks
Work to Begin on Structure in
Near Future; Sirrine Is
Architect
FOUR UNITS
Tentative approval of the proposed plans for the erection of Clemsons' new $350,000 barracks was
made early Monday morning at a
meeting of the Building Committee.
The plans call for the erection of
a group of four buildings, all of
which are to be of the most modern
fire proof construction and are to
contain the latest of up-to-date
equipment, thus giving the occupants every possible comfort and
convenience.
RECTANGLE FORM
The buildings will 'be arranged
roughly in the form of a rectangle,
with the ends left open for possible
future additions, and will be placed
(Continued on page three)

C. J>. A. THANKS CAMPUS
.FOLK FOR COOPERATION
R. B. Murphy, president of
the Central Dance Association,
said in ft statement this afterneon, "There was a great deal
of confusion
concerning the
placing /of girls with campus
people last week-end and many
members of (the faculty were
unduly and unjustly criticised.
There was a misunderstanding
which has been corrected and
the campusl people will be happy to play hosts to dance dates.
As they have done in the past,
they are cooperating with the
Association in every possible
way. We are sure that we will
be able to care (for any ^number
of girls at future dances and we
wish to express our appreciation
to the people who made this
possible.

ASME PUSHES PLANS CADET DEFENDS
FOR SECTION MEETING GOLFLNG CROWN
Spring Meeting To Be Held At McKelvin, South Carolina AmClemson
ateur Champ, To Battle
for Title at Columbia
EARLE IS CHAIRMAN
At a recent meeting of the A. S.
M. E., Dean S. B. Earle, chairman
of the Greenville Section of which
the local chapter is a part, anounced that a busy year was in store
•for the Section's chapters.
Plans
are underway to have four meetings
of the chapters in the Greenville
Section during the year 1935-36.
The first meeting will be held in
Enka, North Carolina; two will be
held in Greenville; and it is expected that one of the spring meetings will be held at Clemson in
conjunction with
Engineering-Architecture Day. The officers of the
local chapter and Professor Fernow
are anticipating a most successful
season for the society.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Concerning various professors of
the Engineering School, the following anouncements were made:
(Continued

on page two)

By Their Words
The men who made all
the
speeches against war were the first
to enlist. I know because I was
one of them.
—Brearley.
Milton's Satan was
devil.

a sly

old

Kinard.
You men are all brilliant or have
a system one.
—Ward.
I ought to know something about
this subject: I've been teaching it
twelve years.
—Glenn.

SERS DOWN WAKE
FOIST TEAM AFTE
WEAK ATTACK FAILS
"Streak" Lawtcn Runs 70 Yds,
for Touchdown as Locals
Are Held to 13-7 Score

The Clemson College grid machine, which breezed through two
games with little difficulty, hit a
veritable stone wall when it wem
up against the strong and heavy
Wake Forest eleven on Riggs field
last Saturday afternoon before a
small
Homecoming crowd,
and
luckily came out of the fray clinging to the long end of a 13 to 7
score. It was left up to diminuitive "Streak" LaWton to bring the
Purple and Gold team from
behind in the second quarter when
trailing the North Carolinians 7-6,
and he did.
FUMBLE LATERAL
The Tigers seemed to lack the
coordination that they had
been
showing in parts of the previous
contests and the blocking and puming was badly off . At times the
team played well and for the first
(Continued on page two)

ANNUAL SPACE RATES
ANNOUNCED BY STAFF

Class Rates Are Reduced Over
Last Year's According
The golfing eyes of the state will
To Tribble
be turned towards Columbia this
week, as Cadet T. Moultrie McKelPAYMENT URGED
vin, of Charleston, S.C., defends his
title as South Carolina State AmaGeorge D. Way, editor of the 19teur Golf Champion.
3 6 Taps, yesterday issued a stateThis tournament' has been sponment saying in part, "The Taps
sored annually for the past six
staff wishes to thank the
cadet
years by the South Carolina Golf
corps for their splendid cooperation
Association and the matches this
with the photographer who was on
week-end are being played on the
the campus for a few days last
Forest Lake Country Club course
week.
He will return Monday,
In Columbia. McKelvin left WedOctober 14 to finish photographing
nesday afternoon for the Capital
the men and will probably be at
City.
the college for two or three weeks
WON FROM BYERLY
taking group photographs, etc.
The "Low Country" boy stayed
SPACE PAYMENTS
out of school a year after graduat"A sitting fee of one dollar is
ing from Charleston High, taking
charged at the time pictures are
a job in lieu of his golf. He won
made.
For senior
officers
this
his title in Florence last year takcovers six individual poses, two in
ing Francis C. Ford's place by
uniform with cap, two without cap,
downing Billy Byerly of Hartsville
and two in civilian clothes. For
3-2. Then after attending the Col(Continued on page eight;
lege of Charleston, McKelvin entered Clemson in the class of '3 9.
(Continued on page 2)

As a fitting beginning for their
fall series of meetings, the Spartanburg County Club recently held a
banquet at the "Y" cafe. The thirty
members present held an election of
officers, and discussed plans for a
series of dances, TAPS pictures, and
various campus activities. The following men were elected as officers:
OFFICERS NAMED
President: O. W. Leonard; Vicepresident: J. Z. Lancaster; Secretary: J. C. Wilkinson; Treasurer: C.
G. White.

Taps Editor

Annual Places High In Judgment of Nation ii Scholastic Press Association
NOTTINGHAM EDITOR

George D. Wiay, editor of the
1936 Taps, which is rapidly being" whipped into shape for the
printers. Way is confident that
this year's book iwill be the
best in recent year although
ia'st years {annual won national
honors. He is a member of
Blue Key, a cadet Lieutenant
Colonel, a member of Scabbard
and Blade, a member of Tiger
Brotherhood and the Minaret
Club.

CLEMSON GRAD
NOW DIRECTOR
Dr. T. S. Buie Promoted to Position in Soil Conservation
Service
It has recently been announced
that Dr. T. S. Buie has been promoted to the .position of Regional
Director of the Soil Conservation
Service for the Southeastern States.
His new territory will include seven
states running from Virginia to Mississippi.
CLEMSON GRADUATE
Dr. Buie is a graduate of the
class of '17. Since his graduation
he has held numerous important
positions. He was formerly head of
the Agronomy Department at Clemson and later was given a position
(Continued on page eight)

Tiger Presents World's Original
Super-realistic Dance Coverage

Presenting the same fautless quality of music which won them favor among Clemson cadets at Finals last
spring, Jimmy Poyner's Collegians
continued to gain popularity at the
recent series of Home Coming
dances.
Imbued with the holiday
spirit of Home Coming Day an exceptionally large number of people
were present on the campus during
the week end. The festivities were
begun with a formal dance Friday
night, continued with the football
game Saturday afternoon,
and
brought to a fitting close with a de-

No. 4

aps Wins Excellent
Rating In National Contest

LISTLESS GAME

MATCH TODAY

SPARTANBURG COUNTY
CLUB HOLDS BANQUET;
OFFICERS ARE NAMED

CIRCULATION 2600

lightful informal dance Saturday
night.
VERSATILE BAND
Poyner's musicians furnished music to suit the taste of every dancer.
Lovers of waltzes, slow fox-trots,
novelty numbers, and red hot jazz
rhythm were equally satisfied with
the orchestra's pleasing Arrangements. The featured vocalists were
Teen Palm, eKy Scales, John Feather, and George Poyner. Palm is also noted for his ability as a com(Continued on page two)

Judged by the critical service of
the National Scholastic Press Association as a First Class Yearbook,
the 1935 Taps under the editorship
of H. D. Nottingham, received the
rating of excellent according to information received here today.. Out
of a possible thousand points the
local yearbook chalked up a total
of 675.
■ ,;,,,,
;:,' ":.
FIVE THOUSAND
Every possible angle is considered by the Association,
including
such points as the size of the college publishing the book, the amount of money spent, the art
work, layout, etc. Out'oif "the many
volumes submitted
for
criticism
{Continued on page 2)

DEAN BARRE MAKES
BRIEF CAMPUS VISIT
Agricultural Professor Confers
With Experiment: Station
Officials' l( '
NOW ON LEAVE
Dean H. W. Barre of the School
of Agriculture, now on leave in
Washington, was a visitor on the
campus last week-end. Dr. Barre is
now connected with the United
States Department of Agriculture
holding the position of Principal
Pathologist in charge of the Cotton
Division and other fiber plants and
diseases.
BRIEF VISIT
His visit to Clemson was for the
purpose of Conferring with the officials of the South Carolina Experiment Station located here in regard
to the work being carried on in the
state by the Cotton Division in
Washington. He also discussed the
plans for the new Agricultural Hall
to be erected heTe soon with acting
dean of the School of Agriculture,
Mr. R. A. McGinty.

LOCAL SCIENCE CLUB
HOLDS INITIAL MEET;
H. P. COOPER SPEAKS
The first meeting of the Clemson
Science Club was held Tuesday night
in the Chemistry Building.
This
club was organized three years ago>
with the idea of fostering and perpetuating a scientific interest on the i
Clemson campus.
Its members are made lip of members of the Clemsoii faculty and
members of the student body interested in furthering their scientific
interests.
Dr. H. P. Cooper, '" head of the
Agronomy Department,
was the
speaker for the first' meeting. ne
has recently returned from an extended tour of England, Scotland
and Wales and is regarded by many
as a "pioneer in the many phases of
plant nutrients."

TWO
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SLUGGISH BENGAL TEAM EKES
OUT 13-7 WIN OVER DEACONS
"Streak" Lawton Returns Punt
70 Yards for Final Score
few minutes of the game really
showed fine style. Then, with the
fumbling of a lateral things started
going the other way and it was
only by the sheerest luck and by
plugging hard in the few vital
moments that the cadets were able
to outpoint the Wakemen.
FIRST QUARTER
After winning the toss the Tigers elected to receive at the west
end of the field. Folger gathered
in Edens boot and galloped from
the Clemson 15 to the 34. After
.stepping around right end for a
;total of 22 yards, Berry was called
back and the Tigers penalized 15
.yards. Horton kicked to the visitor's 40 yard line.
Brown and
Inabinet threw Edens and Warren
for successive two yard losses and
then a beautiful pass by Kitchin
was not complete. On the next play
Edens kicked to Berry who returned to Clemson's 32 after gaining
7. After two gains i:for a measly
.2 yards Tate Horton again kicked,
the ball going out on ; Wake Forrest's 46. i Clemson's : forward wall
-was impenetrable and the Deacons
■kicked, Berry bringing the pigskin
•to the Tiger 27.
The ball moved back and forth
-without making much headway in
•either direction during the middle
of the opening period, but Kitchin
and company, gave the. Tiger team
several frights with his bullet-like
passes, none of which were com
pleted, however. Toward the end
of the period the Deacons stopped
Net Berry on an attempted end
run 10 yards behind the line and
then Horton kicked a beautiful one
.for 50 yards to Kitchin who, being
-on one knee, downed the baL; but
:Shurord hit him ad the home team
drew a penalty, putting the ball on
■Clemson's 35.
Shore, fine Baptist end, snagged
a beautiful toss from Kitchin on
the 11 yard marker and the quar.ter ended.
SECOND PERIOD

i\

IFor tbe first two downs the
Clemson team was as hard as steel,
but then the Kitchin boy on a fake
run tossed the pellet over the end
zone into the arms of the awaiting
Shore.
Kitchin finished his work
toy adding the other point. Score
7-0, Wake Forest.
Berry took Eden's kick on the
10 and returned to the 25 where
Edes hit him. Clemson was penalized for off-side and then the Tiger
field general picked up 23 yards,
placing the ball at midfield. Five
more were gained by Folger and
Berry, but on the next play an intended pass to Horton was intercepted on Wake Forest's 15. Shore
stopped Kitchin through the line
after a 3 yard gain. Then Edens
took off behind a wall of interfer-ence and galloped around end to
put the ball on his own 38 stripe.
After a minor gain, Clemson's powerful Stump Black broke through
and smeared a reverse for an 8
yard loss. The
visitor's Bert
Shore downed Eden's punt on
Clemson's 42. Berry then made a
first down and Ripper Folger gained five, but Horton kicked after an
incomplete lateral, the ball going
out on the Baptist 11.
At this
point Lee went out of the game,
toeing replaced by the powerful
little Lawton.
On the next play
Morris broke through the
Tiger
team for 32 yards, being finally
stopped on his own 36 as Lawton
"hit him! The Deacons drew a 15
yard penalty and then Berry recovered a fumble on the foe's 30. Af-

McKELVIN TO DEFEND
GOLFING TITLE TODAY
(Continued from page one)
His father is an alumnus of the
school.
First round matches will begin
tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock, second round matches at noon, semifinals at 8 Saturday morning, and
the finals that afternoon.
Everyone is pulling for the newboy and
hoping that he will bring back the
'35 cup.
ter a short gain, Lawton took a
lateral from Berry to Shuford and
raced 14 yards around end. Captain Harry Shore was replaced by
Yarborough. In four straight line
bucks Folger gathered in the remaining 16 yards and went over
for the touchdown. Troutman's
kick was blocked and the score
stood Wake Forest 7, Clemson 6.
Warren advance from his 10 to
the 30 after taking McConneli's
kickoff. Shuford dawned him. Kitichins was spilled at the line by
Inabinet as the half ended.
THIRD QUARTER
! McConnell kicked to Kitchen and
the ball was brought back to the
beacon's
26 yard line. Inabinet
and Brown were in on the next
two plays and Edens booted the
ball 50 yards to Lawton who returned eight yards to the Clemson 38. Wyse and Shuford furnished a two man interference
wall behind which Lawton clipped
off 17 yards. Folger and Lawton
made up 8 more, but then a fumble by "Ripper" resulted in a
Wake Forest recovery on the Deacon's 38. A line play netted the
Wakemen 3 and after ■ a penalty,
Edens kicked to Lawton who
brought the pellet up to the Tiger
24 strip. Berry made 5 and Lawton went across for a first and ten
on the Clemson 34 yard marfcer.
Lawton tore through tackle and
gained 7; Berry followed suit with
3 and anotber first down. A line
play failed and a pass was incomplete. Then a pass by Berry was
intercepted by Warren who was
downed on the Deacon 4 0.
Two
Wake Forest line drives were stopped by Inabinet, and Edens kicked.
That kick had "touchdown" written on it for Lawton gathered it
in on the Clemson 30 yard line
and tore out down the south sidelines. Along about midfield the
Streak was aided by some interference but most of it was outdistanced as he twisted and weaved his way in and out of the entire Baptist team. Kitchin tried to
cut the little speedster off as he
neared the vital zone but Lawton
was too far on his way. Troutman's kick sailed between the uprights. Score: Clemson 13; Wake
Forest 7.
Sanders brought Kitchin down on
the Deacon 32 after the visitor returned McConneli's kickoff through
numerous
Tiger tacklers.
Line
plays failed and Lawton returned
the punt to the Clemson 40. Net
Berry picked up 12 yards and a
first down, and Lawton added 7.
Folger missed and Troutman kicked to the Wake Forest 5 where it
was downed. Line plays again
failed for the Deacons and Lawton returned Kitchin's punt to the
Wake Forest 40.
The period
ended.
FOURT QUARTER
Clemson tried desperately to
make headway but the Deacons
held. Horton kicked out on Wake
Forest's 24 and then Kitchin passed but General Lee snagged it and
' took it the other way to the viiii-
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YEARBOOK STAFF ASKS FOR
SNAPSHOTS AT EARLY DATE
Taps editor George Way has
.issued an appeal for informal
snapshots of life at Clemson. for
the feature section of the annual. . A box will be placed at
the guard room for the convenience of those who Jiave snaps
they would like to see published
in Taps. Any kodak picture concerning the campus or anyone
connected with Clemson is acceptable. An unusually large section will be devoted to snapshots this year and the editors
are anxious to have «.'large collection to choose from.

DANCE REPORTER RUNS AMUCK
AND WRITES REALLSTIC STORY
(Continued from page one)

LOCAL ASME CHAPTER
MAKES PLANS; SPRING peser. Two of his selections, "BrokMEETING IS ARRANGED en Dreams", and "I'm So Blue,"
were especially popular.
(Continued from page one)
Professor J. H. Sams, Jr., has
another year's leave of absence.
He will continue his work towards
his Doctor's degree in Engineering
at the University of Michigan.
Messrs. Asbill, Clarke, Credle,
Klugh, and Rhodes attended the
S P. E. E. meeting in Atlanta last
June. The meeting was attended
by over seven hundred members
from all parts of the country. Dr.
S. B. Earle elected Vice-president
for next year. Dr. Earle was also
elected Chairman of the Greenville
Section of the A. S. M. E. and appointed members of the Committee
on Teaching in the Land Grant Colleges Association.
Professor D. D. Curtis,
A. B.
Credle. and J. A. Stevenson did
some work with the Tennessee "Valley Authority at < Knoxville this
summer.
Professor C. M. Asbill took some
courses at Cornell Summer School
last summer.
■■■ r.

tor's 38 yard line. Berry gained
3 and then made 10, advancing the
ball to the Deacon's 25.
Berry
tossed one to Roddy Kissam tout
it was intercepted by Capt. Reinhardt on his 15. Wake Forest
gained 10 but were penalized and
Kitchin kicked.
Lee fumbled and Wake Forest
recovered.
Two line plays failed
(but then Kitchin picked up a first
down. His pass on the next play
was taken by Berry, but after unsuccessful attempts at the line,
Horton punted out on Wake Forest's 13. After swapping several
more punts the visiting team had
the ball on their, own 17. Kitchin
tore out around end for what looked like a long gain, but Capt.
Harry Shore snagged him by the
shoe laces after he had gained
only 6 yards. Wake Forest missed
two attempts and the ball went
(Continued from page one)
to the Tigers on the Tarheel's 17.
The game ended as Net Berry
plowed into the line. Final score: only five from the southern states
were awarded excellent rating.
Clemson 13, Wake Forest 7.
ARMY WINS
The contest this year was won
NOTICE
by the annuals of West Point and
The winner of the $10 cash
Annapolis, these being the only two
• prize for the best name for the
in the nation to win All-American
new development near the Cathrating.
olic Church will not be announced until October 17th.
Patronize Tiger Advertisers

1935 YEARBOOK GAINS
NATIONAL jtECO&NITION

Editor's Note—After writing thousands of sloppy dance stories, such as
the one above, our dance reporter, Mr.
J. C. Wilkinson ran amuck last weekend
and turned in the following super-realistic effort in a spirit of jest. We print
it simply as a satire on the conventional
dance coverage.
FROM THE DANCE FLOOR
By Uncle Wilkie
Inspired by the festive spirit of
Home Coming Day hundreds of cadets and old grads crowded the
floor of Clemson's Field House to
celebrate Clemson's victory and get
a look at another fellow's girl.
The novelty number
in
which the orchestra played three
numbers simultaneously caused a
trio of inebriates much consternation. The first was dancing a nobreak to "Moonlight and Roses",
the second was shagging to the
strains of "Tiger Rag," and the
third was standing solemnly at attention while the trumpet section
blared forth "Washington and Lee
Swing."
The lighting effects were the
most devilish yet devised by human
ingenuity.
Twinkling
boxkites
(Stars to you) kept the dancers in
a constant state of bewilderment.
Anyone who started to look for a
girl had some fiendish moments in
store for him. Just as be would
go reach for the girl of his choice,
the star overhead would go out.
By the time it came on again, the
girl was often at the other end of
the field house and the futile search
would begin anew.
All in all, the weekend was a big
success—for the boys who went
home.

SIMM i^®SfH ^© g^HHIL
THOUSANDS of years ago, a skin-clad workman pounded away with
a cobblestone on a slab of hard rock. In a few years, that slab might
be passably square and smooth.
Today, busy machines, supervised by trained workmen, pare off crisp,
curling ribbons from whirling blocks of steel, as one would unwind ribbon from a spool, shaping the metal to a thousand purposes — to an
accuracy within a few ten-thousandths of an inch.
CARBOLOY—a modern tool material developed by General Electric
research—has made possible this speed, this precision. It cuts materials
hitherto unworkable — cuts faster and holds its edge longer than steel
tools—can be run at red heat without losing its temper.
CARBOLOY is only one of the contributions made to improved industrial processes by G-E reseach—research that has saved the public from
ten to one hundred dollars for every dollar earned for General Electric.
96-188FBI-2

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC
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Plans Going Forward For Engineering-Architecture Day
OFFICIALS ANNOUNCE BI-ANNUAL EXHIBITION
TO BE HELD DURING 1935-36 SCHOOL YEAR
To Elect Student Chairman of
GOODALE TALKS
Exhibits at Some Early
Date
AT DAIRY MEET:
PLANS YET INDEFINITE

M
B

m

Compliments of

I CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY
gHSHHSEHSIllHlSHHSHIM
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UILDING COMMITTEE APPROVES PLANS
FOR DORMITORIES; SIRRINE IS ARCHITECT
Hundred Room Structure
Y. M. C. A. FETES Two
Will Consist of Four Units
CADET LEADERS MODERN EQUIPMENT

Club Holds Initial Meeting of
Year; Plans Are Discussed

It was announced here this week
that according to an agreement between the deans of the schools of
Agriculture and Engineering The
At the first meeting of the ClemFall Festival and Engineering-Ar- son Dairy Club held last Thursday
chitecture Day will be held on al- night in the Dairy Building, Proternate years. Since the Fall Festi- fessor B. E. Goodale addressed the
val was held during the past school old and the new members outlining
year, plans are being made by the the plans of organizing the club
officials of the Engineering school for the coining year. He also outtol have the Engineering-Architecture lined the history of the club and
Day this year.
gave some of the objects of the club.
PRESENT PLANS
FOURTEENTH ANNIVERSARY
The present plans call for each
This year begins the fourteenth
of the departments in the school of anniversary of the organization. The
Engineering to elect a student to club is made up primarily of men
head that particular department. majoring in dairying and those stuFrom this group of leaders the head dents interested in dairying and the
of the whole affair will be elected. faculty members o'f the dairy deNo definite plans have yet heen an- partment.
nounced but according to officials
The purpose of the organization
work on the exhibits will begin some is to create a closer and better feltime in the near future.
lowship between the students and
the faculty members, especially
Patronize Tiger Advertisers
these men in the dairy department.

1
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Valuable Back

GOOD MERCHANDISE
AT REASONABLE PRICES
Shoes
Pennants
Raincoats
and General Merchandise
JUDGE KELLER'S

SgBEDlBllSISISISra

HcLtsendorff Entertains at Banquet for Cadet Officers

The Y. M. C. A. Advisory Board
and Cabinet, the Cadet Staff and
Company commanders were guests
of the Y. M. C. A. at an Informal
dinner served in the Y Tea Room
Joe Berry, Union, S. C. boy,
Sunday night immediately after
whose calm touch at the helm
Vespers.
of the Tiger Grid machine this
TURNER SPEAKS
year has made him a possibilty
Mr. Eugene
Turner,
formerly
for conference honors. Taking
General Secretary of the Georgia
time off from calling signals,
Tech Y. M. C. A. and who for the
Berry has managed to toss a
past twenty years has been a Y. M.
few scoring passes and to rack
C. A. Secretary in China was the
up considerable yardage
on
guest speaker for the occasion. Othfoot.
er speakers of the evening included
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the local Y. M. C. A.,
R. C. Commander, president of the
Y and W. B. Perry, former president
of the Clemson College Y. M. C. A.
FIFTY ATTEND
A group of musicians from ConZ3 O. Will'ams Delivers
verse College rendered several spe:.alk at Meeting
cial musical selections during the
evening. There were more than
At a recent meeting of the Clemfifty guests attending the dinner.
g
son
College 4-H Club held in the
1
club room in Main B'uilding, officers for the year were elected. The TWO VESPER SERVICES
WILL HEAR CARPENTER
officers include: W. A. King, president; J. W. Jones, vice-president;
Bringing with him several musiciO. H. Folk, secretary, and J. P.
ans from Union, S. C, Mr. J. S.
Huff, scribe.
Carpenter, a graduate of Clemson
WILLIAMS SPEAKS
Dr. B. O. Williams, head of the now living in that city, will be the
department of Agricultural Econo- principal speaker at the YMCA vesmics was the speaker of the even- pers program on Sunday Oct. 13.
TWO PROGRAMS
ing.
He addressed the group on
Following
the custom initiated
the principals of 4-H Club work
this
year,
two
programs will he conand what the organization stood
ducted,
to
accomodate
the large
for. Following the discussion o£
«! business the .program, membership crowds expected. Band director C.
C. Frye will conduct the singing,
and social committee were named.
and the usual reels will be run.
The visitors will be guests of the
YMCA
for supper immediately folThe bird of war is not the eagle
but the stork.—Rev. Charles Fran- lowing the vesper program.
cis Potter.
A lesson which history teaches
In my 28 years of rowing, I was us is that the truly great man is
never beaten by a teetotaler.—Guy not the extremist. —John Drinkwater.
Nickalls, British oarsman.

W. A. KINO ELECTED
PRESIDENT 4-H CLUB
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(Continued from page one;
immediately in rear of the Textile
Building. The College Authorities .
hope that in the future they will be
able to move the present Textile I
Building and continue the line of
barracks in the direction of the Y
M. C. A.
200 ROOMS
In the meantime the new barf
racks, containing 200 rooms in units
of 50, will take care of 40 0 stuT
dents, greatly relieving the congesgestion in the present plant.
The new barracks will be built
in dormitory style, with a spacious
reception room in each building. All
rooms will be floored with hard
wood maple, while the hall will be
covered with a Terrazo composition
similar to the one now used in the
Engineering Building.
The extensive basements will furnish ample space for student activity groups and a modern indoor
rifle range. A new boiler and steam
lines will be installed to heat the
new barracks and Agriculture Building, and each building will be equipped with a separate hot water plant
to guarantee a full supply of water
at all times.
SIRRINE IS ARCITECT
The plans were drawn by J. A.
Sirrine and Co., of Greenville, with
the assistance of Prof. R. E. Lee of
the Clemson School of Architecture.
Contractors' bids will be received about the middle of November.
iWORK BEGINS SOON
The first ground will be turned,
with appropriate ceremonies, December 15, and it is hoped to have the
building ready for occupancy by the
beginning of the next school year.
TO ENLARGE MESS HALL
Cadets must eat as well as sleep.
A large addition will be made to
the mess hall, which will be extended down the hall now occupied by
the barber shop, training room,
and the offices of the TAPS and the
TIGER. This addition is also expected to be completed by next fall.
TEMPORARY BARRACKS
Meanwhile the temporary barracks are rapidly nearing completion
As soon as the plumbing is completed and the overhead sprinkler
system, which will reduce the fire
hazards to a minimum, is installed,
the building will be ready for occupancy.
N. C- TWO-YEAR MEDICAL
COLLEGE DISCONTINUED*
THE DUKE CHRONICLE has.
-brought to light a bit of information that may be of interest to a.
number of Clemson students.
A.
council on medical education in:
North Carolina has advised that
the two-year medical schools
;^B
North Carolina and Wake Forest:
should he discontinued. This move
is intended to reduce the number
of physicians entering the
field,
which is now overcrowded. In doing this the cost of a medical education will he increased since the
students will have to attend the
Duke Medical School which offers
a four year course and is correspondingly more expensive.
I don't mind red-hot bolshevism
or socialism, but what I object to
is hypocrisy and humbug.—Lady
Astor.
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-that Helen of Alabama may rest
assured that her flattery went home
and that Oscar appreciates her letter and that her name is herewith
in the public prints. The box number is still 147 and Oscar will still
handle all contributions with his
usual deft touch.
-OSCAR SATS-

—that it cost Nem Harris his senior
platoon bar to square up that busted no-break with Martha.
-OSCAR SAYS-

—that sophomore C. Pinckney Moorer practically lost his one and only
last week-end when the lady in the
Austin found the lady in the truck.
■

OSCAR SAYS

__that he wonders if the girl who
was waiting in the stands could
have had anything to do with that
bust Jim Shirley pulled in the Senior Platoon drill at the half.

EDITORIAL

-OSCAR SAYS-

SiHE ITALIAN-ETHIOPIAN WAR, Europe's latest
contribution to international headlines and world
unrest, is now a fact. Bullets are flying, thousands
are dead, and propaganda is being ground out by
every nation concerned. The press carries conflicting reports
daily and to those of us' who find little time for extensive reading, the issue is becoming increasingly confused. The editorial column of a college newspaper is no place to attempt
to' fix the blame in a war involving millions of people. It
would be foolish for us to defend Mussolini with long winded
economic theories and it would be just as foolish to offer profound sympathy to Haile Selassie and the cause of downtrodden humanity. A discussion, however, of the immediate effect
of the war on the college student is not out of place.
The powers of Europe are lining up and the political turmoil which has been brewing since the World War will, in
the opinion of authorities, cause a rift which will probably
result in a war of international proportions. Although every
nation has pledged itself to peace, the condition "if possible"
has been tacked onto every pledge. The question is, of course,
what will the United States do?
President Roosevelt recently stated that he was prepared
to go to any lengths to keep the nation out of war. Woodrow
Wilson was elected to office on the same solemn oath. Economic pressure, mass hysteria, a number of other powerful influences, make logical decisions virtually impossible in time
of great national stress. Distinguishing between right and
wrong is easily done in retrospect, but when a thousand forces
are pulling in as many directions, mistakes are inevitable. It
is quite possible that the United States will keep out of war
for many years to come, indeed it is possible that the brotherhood of man may soon be established, but it is highly improbable.

that Hog Brown ripped a sleeve
out of his only shirt bending elbows
with the old grads last week-end.
-OSCAR SAYS

that even if it was a bit underhanded that Workman to Doty to
Page play worked out pretty well for
the Head.
-OSCAR SAYS-

MEMORY
Tears are dimming these old eyes
as we sit here in the office and listen to the Jungaleers practicing across the hall. A moment ago they
struck up "Lydia Pinckham," a rare
old bawdy ballad which we haven't
heard since the days of Dilly Barnes
and Bill Schachte. Memories of
dances long gone keep floating in
front of the keyboard, and we can
distinctly hear Charlie Moss standing on the bandstand leading a very
mellow crowd in the alma mater.
We can see many a torgotten face
. . . yard engines of the old school
Dot Fitzpatrick, Maria Martin, Jane
Earle, et al. "Lydia" then was the
latest collegiate song hit, now it's
a revival. And we think maybe we
could stand a bit of reviving ourselves
TAIK OP THR IOWW

ARMY WIT
An anonymous note written on
commandant's office stationery came
floating into the office today in the
hands of a guard room orderly and
practically frightened us out of our
wits, but it turned out to he an idle
jest on the part of one of Uncle
Sam's boys. Inside was a bit of
free and easy commentary on the
good old American names borne by
the members of the Carolina freshman football squad which followed
Coach Don McAllister across the
Mason-Dixon line in a body this fall.
According to our informant the
coach sneezed the other day at practice and twelve men answered, "Yes
sir." The higgest worry Carolina
has, it seems, is the fear of Mussolini's draft which would send the entire squad to Ethiopia to commit
a bit of murder for the honor of
the fatherland.

—that Major Gammon deserves another decoration for the injuries he
received when he caught a couple
of the most prominent members of
TALK OF THE TOWS
the Senior Privates Club hoisting the FARM WIT
baby and got trampled in the outLast year we watched rather sadward rush.
ly as T. E. Campbell graduated for
OSCAR SAYS
we always had a profound respect
—that even Bill Dobbins
should for his wit, in fact it practically fillknow better than to turn a heauty ed this column. We are happy to
queen loose among the wolves at a announce that we have found his
Saturday night dance'.
successor in Mr. Hog Brown, who
-OSCAR SAYSis, we beiieve the most quoted man
-_that he can't understand what in Clemson at the moment. Half
modest impulse caused Cherry Bar- the gags you hear credited to variren and Archie Watson to keep
ous sources originated in his fertile
their C. D. A. ribbons in their pock- brain, and although most of his reets all Saturday evening.
marks are rather badly unprintable
OSCAR SAYS
we have gathered a few choice and
— that Blue Key's first reform or
fairly decent ones for publication.
the year was keeping Bag Murphy
in uniform all day Sunday so the
visitors could see the emblem.

This war scare may be only a temporary
cerely hope that it is. But if any calm and
is to be done, this is the time to do it.

TALK OF THE TOWS

HISTORY
At a gathering of the Episcopal
Club the other evening Major Hinwood, whose course in senior military history is one of the most popular in the curriculum, was in attendance. The talk turned to the
Civil War and someone told the
story of the famous Confederate
general who, a bishop before the
war, laid down his Bible for the
sword, fought the four years very
creditably, and returned to his diocese at the termination of hostilities. It was a fine story and everyone enjoyed it but the gentleman
relating it couldn't remember the
general's name.
Major Hinwood
volunteered the information, saying
that he was pretty sure it was Stonewall Jackson. "But, major" said a
voice, "I always thought that Jackson was killed in the war." "Hmm,"
said the major.
TALK OF THE TUW.Y

WEEK'S OUTSTANDING CADET
Jim Norris, who recently glued
in his scrap book
a clipping
from his hometown paper carrying
the news that Norris, "local boy who
is now a freshman at Clemson, was
elected president of the Junior YM
CA council."

-OSCAR SAYS-

__that just about three more changes of the guard should ship the
staff in a body unless the Senior
Privates get that bone they have
been barking so loud about.
OSCAR SAYS

SMOKING IN CLASS IS
ALLOWED BY P. C. PROF.

that MacBeth Nathans lost a big
If the present war is the spark in the international powder snatch as well as a lovely lady when
It is being rumored that a cerI barrel, we will become the war generation. If another twenty he fumbled one of the year's prize tain Prof, at Presbyterian College
blind dates Saturday night.
. • years lapses before the horrors of the last great conflict bepermits smoking in his classes but
-OSCAR SAYSj/ .come dim memories and man once again decides to reduce the that Misdom, Ritchie, and the vigorously objects to the students
§ population, we will have escaped. That is our hope for salva- boys seem to have gotten Joe Sloan's who chew, coming to class without
!
This may
\ tion.
joint confused with the Kappa Phi their private spitoons.
or may not explain the trouble so
rooms during the week-end.
Pacifism is a great doctrine
until war really breaks, f
many schools have in growing
-OSCAR SATSNo one wants to kill his fellow man when he sits and calmly —that he • has no doubt that the shrubbery around the buildings.

thinks about it, but human beings are so constructed that the
blare of bugles and the roll of drums, the shouting crowds and
waving flags, have a perverse effect. We all say now that we
would fight only in self defense, but when a carefully planned
barrage of propaganda is put into effect, when loyal patriots
start mailing white feathers and the nation's leaders publicly
sneer at human principles, we will fight to be the first to enlist.

He it was who said that he didn't
believe Douglas MacArthur could
drill a squad to please Major Hinwood. Listening to Lili Pons crack
a high C over the radio the other
day he remarked that he thought
it would be all right as soon as the
announcer got off her foot. Slouching into the mess hall this morning he surveyed the table and said,
"This is a helluva meal to set before a king." We could go on for
houirls and so could he, but the thing
that won us over completely is the
fact we have never yet heard him
stoop to the use of a pun. Do you
hear us, Malone?
CLAIM
Bowrat Ray, graduate of a few
years ago recalled this evening the
time Dr. Daniel, stickler for neatness that he is, arrived in his class
room holding an apple core which
he had picked up just outside his
door.
Looking disapprovingly at
the class, he said, "Does this by
any chance belong to one of you
gentleman?"
The inevitable rear
row voice replied, "Go ahead and
keep it Doc, you saw it first."

new ruling about being home an
hour after the ball is a fine thing WOMEN'S RIFLE TEAM
but that he still noted quite a few
ORGANIZED AT L. S. U.
blood shot eyes and even a little
lipstick at Breakfast Saturday mornTo continue with Louisiana State
ing.
University news the Woman's Rifle
-OSCAR SAYSteam is being organized again this
that the Greenville News remark- year. This team engaged in sixty
ed in the midst of their story about matches last year and it is expectflurry. We sinthe Wake Forest game that the Sen- ed that at least that number will
logical thinking j-ior Platoon was the only Clemson be scheduled during the coming
—H. S. A,
year.
(Continued on page five)

LSU PANHELLENIC DANCE
TO FEATURE CALLOWAY
The Inter-fraternity council on
the Louisiana State University campus is planning their first PanHellenic dance of the season which
will feature
Cab Galloway.
The
REVEILLE tells us that tentative
plans include the admission to the
dance by invitation only and that
the dance positively will not be
script. However arrangements will
be made such that all
students
wishing to hear Cab may listen
from the balcony. The attendance
at the dance will be limited to avoid overcrowding. This seems to
be a splendid plan all the way around; it would most certainly be
interesting to observe the scramble
for bids.
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Oscar Says
^(Continued from page four)
organization at the game
showed any teamwork.

which

vest which he swears he bought at
Brooks Brothers.
-OSCAR SAYS-

__that he nominates for oblivion the
gal who was tearing around the
campus Sunday wearing a corporal's
blouse and cap.

that he doesn't see why something
«an't be done about all the Converse
lovelies having to leave in the middle of every dance, and that he suggests that the C. D. A. send a bid
to Miss Gee next time.

S.

--that "Squat" Lawrence brought
back favorahle memories of years
gone by, but finally took the count
after a hot race with Roark.
OSCAR SAYS

FIVE

C.

CLEMSON PROF
ATTENDS MEET
Dr. Collings Selected To Review Research Data

OSCAR SAYS

that Chapin came thru Clemson
-OSCAB SATSearly one morn hiding in every nook
that he is watching the papers for due to the fact that the other memthe announcement concerning the bers of the Jungaleers didn't hear
-wedding hells which he understands about the last collection of business
liave already rung for a couple of Mgr. Dwight.
senior football players.
OSCAR SAYS
-OSGA5 SATS-

CLEMSON,

Dr. G. H. Collings Associate professor of Agronomy, left Tuesday
for New York where he will tie the
guest of the Chilean Nitrate of Soda
Bureau for one week.
ONE OF MANY
Dr. Collings is one of a group of
soil scientists that have been selected from various parts of the country to review some very important
experimental research data concerning plant nutrition in the green
houses of the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station.

SHOW SCHEDULE
Friday—Jeannette
McDonald
and Nelscn Eddy in "Naughty Marietta"
Saturday—"Escape Me Never"
Monday—"The Irish in Us"
with James Cagney
Tuesday—"Hot Tip"
AVednesday—"In Caliente'
Thursday—"Hooray for Love"
with Ann Southern and Gene
Raymond

FLORIDA STATE COLLEGE
HAS SEVEN PAIRS TWINS
Statistics are now all the rage
so here is one more fact as brought
by THE MERCER CLUSTER. The
Dionne fever seems to be spreading.
There are seven pairs of twins enrolled at the Florida State College
for women.
'SBiliHlBllBlBlBillEiaBlgBBM^SaiB^
Cigarettes, Drinks, Sandwiches

Tiger Service Station

The purpose of the trip is to have
these various authorities on soil
Open During Dance
science verify the experimental data
before making it public.
IS HONOR GUEST
While on this trip as a guest of
Want a Fresh Sandwich?
the Chilean Nitrate of Soda Bureau,
Go To
Dr. Collings will also visit Purdue
University, Princeton University, and
Rutledge University, and will be the
guest at an informal banquet given BliaBPiiHPiaBisiisiisisiafgiiafiiraaiaraxixtenaxM
by the Banker's Club of New York
City Saturday night before return- 'SBBBHBBElBliaiSlBSIllBllilHlEBiaBI
Best Groomed Cadets Patronize
ing to Clemson Sunday.

__that "Slats" Hearon will regain
those ten pounds lost when she
-OSCAR 8ATSlearns the detrimental page was eSECRET RESULTS
that he is happy to note that his ventually lost in the great fire Oct.
This research
experiment
has
•early fall prediction concerning T'im- 6.
been carried on over a period of
xnerman and Campbell is rapidly
OSCAR SAYS
years cooperatively between the Chi•coming true, government
or
no —that the trustee house once again lean Nitrate of Soda Bureau and the
transfer.
loomed forth as a menace to those New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
-OSCAR SAYS"date-bringer-uppers," but the lady Station. "The results of the experi__that the brightest spot of the called her little pigs home at one ment," states Dr. Collings, "Have
Each generation revolts against
-week-end was mill tycoon, Art O'- thirty sharp—even Oscar got no been
kept
secret
for
several its father and makes friends with
ILeary's red white and blue racing news.
months."
ita tra.ndfat.her.—Lewis Mumfora.

SCOTTY'S

YMCA Barber Shop
Bailey & McKay
■ •^,''!^^^Ki^^^r«]ai!?^^a^'gi^i!«i!siiitiisgigia

KWGW*

WAITER
OfcEEFE
AAASTSRFUl MASTER Of CEREMONIES-"SfNGfNG COMEDIAN
-STAR OF LAUGH-COMPELLING
DRAMAS* WAITER IS MORE FUN
THAN EVER OH THE NEW
CAMEL CARAVAN.

JANIS
yovNO-vsMmFvi-ixcmiiG
-THE NEW SINGING SENSATION OF THE AIR. ROM/WTK
MELOOy IS HER CONTRIBUTION 10 THIS NEW ALL-STAR
CAMEL CARAVAN.

TED
HUSIA/G

GttJV GRAY

Hm's VAViQS FAMOUS SPORTS
COMMENTATOR. WITH THE
"INSIDE VOPt" ON TME BIO
SPORTS EVENTS. FOCLCW H/S
REVIEWS ANO FREWCT/ONS
ON THE CAMEL CARAVAN.

BACK AGA/N — WITH THE HIT
TT/NES OF THE T>AY. CATCHY

AATP m*
CASA IOMA BAND

RHYTHMS! ORIGINAL ORCHES-

TNESE COLLEGIATE
FAVORITES FURNISH TNWIUNG
MUSIC FOR THE CAMFl CARAVAN.
TRATIONS!

MOW BROADCASTING'
WGIATNfNG TUESDAY, OC7DBSR |§r AND EVERY T(/ESDAYANDTA/UIRS DAY
9:00 RM. EASTERN T/ME

9:30 PM. MOUNTAIN TlMfe

8:00 RM. CgNTRAt TIME

8:30 P.M. PACIFIC TfMfe

OVER COAST-TO-COASr VMABC—COtUMB/A NETWORK

0*HJ/Z0H€£4HJ€%

THAT CAMEtS/WH/CW OFFER TWIS ALL-STAR
PROGRAM FOR YOUR EAfJOY/VSENr, ARS MADE FROM TfNER/ MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS - TUMCISH AND DOMEST/C— THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAWD.
Copyright, 1935, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.
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WOODLE IS APPOINTED
AGRICULTURAL AGENT
Clemson Graduate to Succeed
.» -it. Ward of Aiken
H. A. Woodle of Greenwood County and a graduate in the class of
1924, has recently been appointed
District Agricultural Agent to succeed Mr. A. H. Ward of Aiken who
Is now with the United States Department of Agriculture in "Washington.
FORMER COUNTY AGENT
Since his graduation, Woodle served as Vocational Agricultural teacher and as assistant County Agent in
Arkansas before returning to the
South several years ago to take up
the duties of County Agent of E'dgefield County.
CORLEY TO ASSIST
Assisting Mr. Woodle in his duties
as District Agent wRl be Frank Corley, Agricultural Education graduate
In the class of 1931, who for the
past few years has taught agriculture in McCormick and Johnston
High School respectively.
OUTSTANDING STUDENT
While attending Clemson, Woodle
was one of the most outstanding
members of his class. He was a
Cadet Major, Editor of the TIGER,
Associate Editor of the Taps, president of the Calhoun Literary Society and Chancelor of the Alpha
Zeta.

THE HORNET of Furman brings
us an interesting bit of history concerning Piedmont College and Dr.
Gilpatrick of Furman. It seems that
years ago when the esteemed prof,
was at the foot of the instructors
ladder he had an offer from Piedmont as instructor of Latin, French,
English, History, and as assistant
football coach.

Alumni News
STEER IS TRANSFERRED
R. D. iSteer, graduate in the class
of 1926, has been transferred from
County Agent of Lancaster County
to County Agent of Greenwood
County. He was formerly extension
dairyman for the Clemson College
experiment station.
BOUKN1GHT IS ASSISTANT
L. M. Bouknight, class of '33, and
an Agricultural Economics graduate,
was recently appointed Assistant
County Agent of Anderson County.
STRANGE GETS APPOINTMENT
T. S. Strange, class of '35, has recently been appointed supervisor of
Dairy Herd Improvement Associations in South Carolina by the Clemson College Experiment (Station.
Since his graduation, he has been
connected with the local creamery.
TOM FAGG TRANSFERRED
Tom Fagg, '31, of Belton recently accepted a position with the Aristocrat Dairies in Atlanta. He was
formally connected with the Coberg
Dairies in -Charleston.
CUTTiNO IN GEORGIA
D. S. Cuttino, Architecture, '28,
is Resident Engineer in charge of
W. P. A. Construction in five counties of Georgia.

With Dr. G. R. Sherrill of the
Clemson History Department as one
of the principal speakers, the Western Carolina Clemson Alumni Association held its annual banquet and
business meeting at Aiken, Wednesday, Oct. 2.
OFFICERS ELECTED
During the business session, the
following officers were elected: Director of the District, Audley Ward;
County directors: C. C. Chavous,
AVendale; Harry Boyleston, Barnwell; H. A. Woodle, Aiken; J.
Strom Thurmond, Edgefield; and
H. D. Rhodes, Augusta, Ga.
WOODWARD, ASBILL, ATTEND
Attending the meeting from Clemson with Dr. Sherrill 'were Mr. J.
H. Woodward,
Secretary of the
Clemson, Alumni Corporation and
Secretary of the Board of Fertilizer
Control of South Carolina, and Mr.
Clarence M. Asbill, of the Engineering Department. During the program, Asbill showed some moving
picture reels of the State Fair game
in Columbia last year.

Dr. H. P. Cooper, head of the
Agronomy Department, represented
the Clemson College Experiment Station at the regular meeting of the
International Society of Soil Science
held in Great Britain.
OPENED JULY 31
The meeting opened July 31 at
Oxford University. Following a five
day discussion at Oxford, the group
of soil scientists made an extended
sixteen day tour of England, Scotland and Wales making a scientific
study of the various soils along the
route covered.

NEXT MEETING IN 1939
We appreciate your patronage
The tour ended at Cambridge UniBarber Shops in Sloan's
versity where the group assembled
Arcade
and 1st Barracks
and discussed various international
soil problems and made plans for
the next meeting to be held In 193 9
probably in Switzerland.

Pike & Patterson
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See —
HOKE SLOAN
For New Fall Suits
Just Arrived
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It is composed of 19 kinds of natural leaves, seeds, berries and
flowers scientifically and proportionately mixed and is known as
LION CROSS HERB TEA.
•LION CROSS HERB TEA tastes delicious, acts wonderfully upon
your system, and is safe even for children. Prepare it fresh like any
ordinary tea and drink a glassful once a day, hot or cold.
A one dollar treatment accomplishes WONDERS makes you look
and feel like new born. If you are not as yet familiar with the
beneficial effects of this natural remedy LION CROSS HERB TEA
try it at once and convince yourself. If not satisfactory money
refunded to you.
Try it and convince yourself with our money-back guarantee.
Six weeks treatment $5

In order to avoid mistakes in getting the genuine LION CROSS
HERB TEA, please fill out the attached coupon.
Lio-Pharmacy,
Dept.
1180 Second Ave.
N. Y. City, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
Enclosed find $
for which please send me
treatments of the famous LION CROSS HERB TEA.
NAME

CITY

Sherrill, Woodward, and Asbill
Agronomy Head Visits Places
Are Present; Elect Officers
of Interest in Europe

The largest crowd yet to attend
Vespers this fall filled the Y auditorium to capacity to hear a program featuring a lecture by Mr.
Eugene Turner and music
by a
group of students from Converse;
College. Mr. Turner, who has served for the past twenty years as a
Y. M. C. A. Secretary in China,
gave a very interesting and enlightening talk on modern China.
The main points discussed were the
obstacles through which China has.
passed and the dangers, which now
threaten her existence as a republic.
The group of Converse students
composed of Miss Joyce Frankfort,
Miss Howard, Miss McCuen, Miss
Inman, and Miss Do:bson rendered
several appropriate selections.
HHIgllBllllBBBlllBllSISBBlBi

-Only the Best Line of Shoes-

Since 1799 thousands of people have regained their normal health
after years of suffering from stomach troubles of all types, such as
constipation, indigestion, gas, ?nd sour stomach which are the basic
factors of such maladies as high blood pressure, rheumatism, periodic headaches, pimples on face and body, pains in the back, liver,
kidney and bladder disorder, exhaustion, loss of sleep and appetite.
Those sufferers have not used any man-made injurious chemicals or
drugs of any kind; they have only used a remedy made by Nature.
This marvelous product grows on the highest mountain peaks, where
it absorbs all the healing elements and vitamines from the sun to aid
HUMANITY in distress.

ADDRESS

FROM ENGLISH TOUR

TURNER LECTURES AT
VESPERS^ GIRLS SING

H. E. AVOODWARD
H. E. Woodward, class of '3 0, is
architectural Draftsmans in Professor Lee's office at Clemson, working now State Senator in Florida.
on plans for the Agricultural BuildLaFAYE AT CLEMSON
YOUNG MAN'S VAGABOND HAT
$3.50
ing.
Geo. E. LaFaye, Jr., Architecture,
TRUBENIZED RIEGEL SHIRTS with Button-Down
'35, is assisting Professor R. E. Lee
W. W. BARRON
Collar.
W. W. Barron, '34, is Assistant in drafting plans for the new AgriDistrict Engineer with F. E. R. A. cultural Building.
McCONNELL WITH DAIRY
Construction in Georgia.
FLORSHEIM — FRIENDLY FIVE — CROSBY
W. B. McConnell, Graduate in
SQUARE AND FORTUNE
TILLMAN RETURNS
Class of '35, is1 working in a dairy
H. C. Tillman, '03, was among at Ware Shoals, S. C.
•;:.::::■■;;;:::!;;;«;:: ^gEM^MSilEgM Iti? mixWxzM.K.K3TSSSMMMSMMMMSMMMMMmm
the prominent returning Alumni at
Homecoming Saturday.
Tillman,
remembered as All-iState End in
1902 and as son of former United
States Senator Ben R. Tillman, is

Money No Object
If It's a Question of Health

One week treatment $1.

AIKEN ALUMNI DR. COOPER RETURNS
HOLD MEETING
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Big Milk Shake—10c
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Small Choc. Milk—5c

Double Dip Ice Cream Soda—12c
Fresh Toasted Sandwiches—10c *
Cakes

Candies —o— Confections

THIS WEEK SPECIALS1 Pint Mi 31 Antiseptic Solution—
I Kenzo 35c Tooth Brush

5 Gillette Type Blades
1 Tube Lavender Shaving Cream

Both for 49c

Both for 35c

A Complete Line College Stationery at Attractive Prices—

CROSLEY RADIOS

COLLEGE JEWELRY

X. (2. dUazlin
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SODA FOUNTAIN
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The Official College Book and Supply Store
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Tigers Meet Duke Team In Durham Saturday
H10M THt fWtSS BOX

aftJ/uS

Y. M. C. A. SPORTS POWERFUL BENGAL AGGREGATION WILL SEEK
NOW UNDERWAY

REVENGE FOR 20-6 DEFEAT OF LAST SEASON

YMCA Intramural Sports To
Duke Boasts Better Balanced was injured and who has been doGet Underway Soon Acing more than his share in the TigTeam Than Last Year?
cording to Director
er conquests. There is a possibility
MANY PARTICIPANTS
With football in full swing, plans
are going ahead for athletic entertainment
for the "less footballminded" under the direction of
Freddie Kirchner, Y. M. C. A.
Physical Director.
VOLLEY BALL
Company volleyJball
is already
on the program with games being
played on the "Y" gym every night
after supper. This league is in the
form of a Round Robin Series,
each team playing the other once,
and the leading eight teams at the
termination of the series entering
a tournament to determine the regimental championship.
Although
early in the season, a Fresnman
basketball tournament has been organized, playing in the afternoons
and using the Round Robin method
also. Company athletic officers are
already making arrangements for
the opening of the regular company
basketball league which opens around the middle
of November.
Participation in this league is open
to both upperclassmen and freshmen.

"Ace" Parker Is Devils'
Star
HINSON STILL OUT

that "Randy" may get the call for
action after a lay-over since his elbow injury in the Presbyterian classic, but it is doubtful whether he
plays very long. If he is in shape,
and with Berry and Lawton playing
the calibre of ball that they have
been demonstrating so far this season, Wallace Wade's men will have
their hands full trying to queii the
Tiger offense. Besides these three
men, Mac Folger has been ripping
the enemy lines for gaiu after gain,
and the forward wall has held its
own against the best efforts that
opposing backs have made to penetrate it. By no means are Clemson's chances slim, and if they can
overcome their tendency to fumble
the pig skin, they should give the
Blue Devils a whale of a scrap.
SAME SYSTEM
Coaches Nee'.y arid Wade both
taught the same football system at
Alabama together a few years ago,
and since their departure to different sections, they have stuck to this
same system; thus observers of the
Duke-Clemson clash two days from
now shouldn't be a bit surprised to
see two teams playing the same typo
of football against each other. Both
ise the modified punt-formation
with the ace-carrier in the back
position, specializing in
pff-tackj$
thrusts.

Things were looking rosy until the Wake Forest team hit
Seeking revenge for the
20-6
drubbing administered to them last
Tigertown; and when they hit they hit hard. The Clemsonites
year, a determined Clemson Tiger,
-were expecting a hard game with the Deacons even though
with three straight victories to its
scores of outsiders thought the pre-game reports to be just
credit, will encounter the supreme
Tjallyhoo. Well, the boys got what they expected, and Tiger
obstacle for Southern Conference
backers are still breathing long sighs of relief that the Wake
football supremacy this Saturday
Torest receivers were off on making connections with the
when they meet Wallace Wade's undefeated Duke Blue Devils at Durextremely accurate heaves that Kitchin was in the habit of
ham.
letting fly ever so often.
POWERFUL TEAM
THE ONE AND ONLY
Paced by Clarence "Ace" Parker,
Many people who just did miss losing their weekly
the Blue Devils, boasting a betterwages are probably ready to present that Streak from
balanced team than last year, have
"West Virginia hills with anything he would like to have;
run up tremendous scores against
Wake Forest, South Carolina, and
and he rightly deserves anything after pulling the Cats
Washington and Lee on successive
out of a terrible hole and restoring the Clemson confidence
week-ends, and are conceded by the
and pride. Winston Lawton truly has more energy than
experts to have the edge on the Benone of those NEW BUICKS that we heard so much about
gals in this test for
Conference
during the heavyweight bout a week or two back, and
leadership. Parker, quarterback and
-we are positive that he can stand much more wear and
signal-caller,
around
whom
the
Duke offense is built, is the man the
tear, for a complete demonstration took place during the
Tigers have got to stop. . He can
time he was in the game in the second and third quarters.
run, can pass and receive, is a
GROUND-GAINER
smart blocker and tackier, and aJust because Lawton's ground-gaining game is undoubtedbove all else he can punt. Against
ly the most important part of his playing numerous fans conW & L last Saturday, he scored
three of the four Duke touchdowns.
sider him as only an offensive back. His other talents also
came into full view last Saturday when on one occasion Morris,
DEPEND ON STREAK
KBON VISITS CAMPUS
Clemson's chances rest largely on
Wake Forest halfback, carried the oval through the Clemson
Capt Kron, former Clemson mili- the shoulders of diminutive "Streak"
team and with interference headed for safety man Lawton.
tary Professor, was a recent visitor Lawton, who was called into service
Morris pranced and danced but ended up on the ground in a
Patronize Tiger Advertisers
when "Randy" Hinson, star back,
on the campus.
sad heap after being brought down by the flashy little 160
pounder.
WHAT DO YOU THINK?
In Edwin Camp's write-up in the "Illustrated Football
Annual" was this statement about Clemson:
"Stage-fright is likely to be the main handicap the
team will carry. Clemson is so used to playing the role
of under-dog."
It does look like there is something wrong somewhere
Hence Parker Created 102% More Ink Capacity and Visible Ink Supply
but we strongly disagree with the "stage-fright" part. The
trouble it seems lies in the fact that the boys don't work toYYUt P^ "-skiffH
gether hard enough during the entire contest. It seems as
Vnust be. hEanSu I
though the first thing to go wrong upsets the whole crew and
it is always along in the second half before things really
begin to click.
We will not be far wrong when we say that some
good stiff ironing out is scheduled for the whole practicing
week, and by the time the fellows are ready to take off
for Durham there are going to be many changes made.
The trouble is that everyone knows that we have a great
aggregation of material, both experienced and reserve,
and it is also a known fact that the boys can do big things
when they get together. The question is now are they
going to be together for Duke ? AH we can do is hope
and pray.
THE WAKE MEN
Wake Forest was plenty good; Duke can tell you that, for
the Devils had a time in beating them even by the score of
27-6. Then two of the Duke scores came late in the contest
by virtue of passes. The Tarheel boys had plays that worked
and interference that opened up paths for the plunging backs.
The Baptists should feel proud to be able to support such a
fine team.
WATCH US
Evidently the associated correspondents didn's think
enough of the Clemson game to even mention us in the
Wanted by More Students
That's why thousands of students are ton pump like other sacless pens—
resume of the Conference frays in last Sunday's papers,
y
replacmgtheirpresentpenswithtmsrev- nothing to render it useless later on.
but we shall see what we shall see when these other foes
Than All Other Standard olutionary new Parker Vacumatic with That's why it is guaranteed mechanivisible ink supply and 102 % more of it. cally perfect. Go to any good store
come up against us.
Brands Combined
selling pens and try it yourself. The

A BRAIN HARASSED BY A PEN
THAT RUNS DRY, LOSES ITS

I&lA&ctcutce... /'hutez.... cuta &cf>ie<Mi&H.

From Harvard to Southern California

Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C ROWLAND, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA

Every time that you
write, your Train of
Thought flashes along
rails more delicate than
gossamer. And every
Setty annoyance—every
istractioh—caused by a
pen that skips and runs
dry in study periods,
classes, or exams, obstructs the track and derails the train.

WRITES TWO WAYS

By holding this miracle writer to the light, Parker Pen Company, Janesville, Wis.
they can see the ink level
—see days ahead if it's
running low. It is laminated—built up ring
upon ring of shimmering
ACUMATIC^
Pearl and Jet—smart,
GUARANTEED MECHANICALLY PERFECT
velvet-like, wholly exJunior, $5;
iflfet
Pencils, $2.50,
clusive.
$3.50, and $5
Over-Size, $10
It contains" no rubber
sac found in sac-type *Authority—Ross Federal Service survey
pens—no squirt-gun pisfor "Sales Management'' magazine.

er

bioacf.-e,
WITHOUT ADJUSTMENT
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ANNUAL SPACE RATES CLEMSON GRAD
ANNOUNCED BY STAFF NOW DIRECTOR
(Continued from page one)

(.Continued from page one;

all other cadets four shots will be
made, two in uniform and two in
fiits. Six photographs will also be
made of all staff sergeants and
first sergeants. In addition to the
sitting fee a space charge of five
dollars for seniors, two dollars for
juniors and sophomores, and one
fifty for freshmen will be charged.

with the United States Phosphate
Institute in New York where he
worked for several years. He returned to South Carolina several
years ago to take up the duties of
Director of the South Carolina
branch of the Soil Conservation Service, the position to which he was
attached before he received his recent promotion.

FEES REDUCED
"Payment of all fees is urged at
the earliest possible moment.
A
reduction in price has been made
over last year and every possible
effort is being made to make
charges nominal. A deadline for
space payments will be set shortly
but If for any reason a cadet feels
that he will be unable to make his
payments at the specified time an
arrangement granting him an extension will be worked out by the
business manager if poss._.„. The
editors desire to have every man ia
the corps represented in the annual
this year.
"All social clubs, county clubs,

honorary fraternities, etc, who wish
tc be represented in the Taps this
year are asked to advise the editor
or business manager of their intentions by October 14. This is Imperative if space is to be reserved
for the organization in the dummy
which is now being drawn up. If
the fraternity is not yet organized,
the president or other competent
representative may make arrangements.
According
to
business
manager F. V. Tribble,
charges
this year will be twenty-five dollars for a single page and forty
dollars for a double page.
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TAPS BEAUTY SECTION
NOW BEING COLLECTED

G. W. SPEER HEADS
NEW PWA PROJECT

supervision of Mr. G. W. Speer.
INDUSTRIAL TESTS
In this new project thousands of
samples of water are being sent in
to Clemson daily from all parts ol
South Carolina for chemical and bacteriological analysis by the chemists located here. These tests are
being run primarily for industrial
purposes.

Pictures are now being subReplacing the recently completed
mitted for the beauty section of soil survey of South Carolina soils
Taps although no final date has made by the South Carolina Experibeen set for the closing of the ment Station, is the new WiPA procontest. This yeair some nation- ject now being carried on in the soil
al celebrity will be asked to experiment station building by the
judge the
submitted photo- federal government and under the
graphs and the editors are exHSSElSBISSHaiElBH^
pecting to publish a collection
of beauties worthy of any annuI
GET YOUR BOOT SADDLES SOAKED AT
al in the country. The photographs will be kept by the
judges for several months until
plates have been made. Entries
SHOES REBUILT THE BETTER WAY
may be turned in to e ill tor Way
in room 359 or ito the photo
editor in room 525.

ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

qgSSSSilSEaHSra
My answer is that it is better
to break laws than to break heads.
—Mahatma Gandhi.

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
Let Us Be Your Valet

A man can stand a lot as long
as he can stand himself. —Axel 8i
Munthe.

Bleckley's Dry Cleaners

NOTICE
Coach Jess Neely has declined to
award the usual Order of the "C"
for outstanding blocking in the
Wake Forest game.

—AGENTS—
James Hunt

"Dusty" Wiles

Oliver Payne

Bill Croxton

iW tobacco being
sold to highest bidder

United States
reasury Building

From 1900 up to 1934 the leaf
tobacco used for cigarettes increased from
13,084,037 lbs. to
326,093,357 lbs.;
an increase of 2392%

It takes mild ripe tobacco
to make a good cigarette.

■i;:::;o

During the year ending June
30, 1900, the Government
collected from cigarette taxes
$3,969,191
For the year ending June 30,
1934, the same taxes were
$350,299,442
an increase of 8725%

—a lot of money.
•

■

•

Cigarettes give a lot of
pleasure to a lot of people.

NLore cigarettes are smoked today because

O 1935, IIGGBTT & MYERS TOBACCO Co.

more people know about them — they are better advertised.
But the main reason for the increase is that they are made
better—made of better tobaccos; then again the tobaccos are
blended—a blend of Domestic and Turkish tobaccos.
Chesterfield is made of mild, ripe tobaccos.
Everything that science knows about is used in
making it a milder and better-tasting cigarette.
We believe you will enjoy them.
/

